
Novice B
April 2022

April is a short month for us since NAAC Spring

Break will be from Apr. 1 - Apr. 16. That means we will

have lots to do in the final weeks of the season as we

focus on achieving our seasonal goals.

Do You Know How to Breathe?

Bad breathing technique in swimming is not just
about performance. It can be deadly. Does your
swimmer know how to breathe?

Try This Take a big breath and don’t exhale. Now take
another one. And another. Feel the tightness? That’s
what your swimmer is doing if they are taking big
breaths and not exhaling. This month we will do
longer sets, which means good breathing will be
especially important. Our phrase is “Breathe in a
spoonful of air and breathe out a lungful.” Swimmers can practice rhythmic breathing while
running or climbing stairs by taking a tiny breath on one footfall and breathing out completely
during the next 3-5 steps. Also, they can try running while breathing only through their nose.
These exercises will help build aerobic capacity in any athlete.

 SHALLOW WATER BLACKOUT Aerobic capacity is
not the same thing as being able to hold your breath a
long time. BREATH-HOLDING IS DANGEROUS! IT
CAN LEAD TO SHALLOW WATER BLACKOUT.

14-year-old North Baltimore Aquatic Club swimmer
Louis Lowenthal died after deciding to repeat long
underwater swims after swim practice one day. He
passed out underwater, and though he was
discovered quickly, it was too late. Make sure your
swimmers understand not to ignore the instinct to
breathe.

Want to learn more about good breathing, including
information on exercise-induced asthma? Take our
NAAC Good Breathing Quiz.

https://forms.gle/R1Gq5AfabPgGnKD46


April Focus
March was all about attention to detail, In April, we start to
focus on swimming longer distances while holding good
technique.  That can be challenging - especially when the
pool is in a long course (50-meter) configuration. Our
natural sprinters might miss racing, or they may get
discouraged when our distance-focused swimmers outlast
them. All of our swimmers will benefit from the challenge,
but let us know if your swimmer is struggling with
anything.

Important Dates

NAAC Chidester Meet- Apr. 30 - May 1

Last Day of Novice B - May 11

NAAC May Meet - May 14-15

NAAC 2022-23 Registration Coming Soon!

Upcoming Birthdays

Miles Brownell - Apr. 18

Annabel Green - Apr. 19

Scarlett Parkinson - Apr. 22

Hollyn Roland - May. 24


